Diagnosis:

- Has osteoarthritis?
- Eligible for total joint arthroplasty?

**Decision Process**

- **Start**
  - Appointment to see Total Joint Surgeon
  - Patient arrives at Orthopaedics and enters baseline data into laptop PC:
    1. Consent for survey
    2. Demographics
    3. Intake health
    4. Health habits
    5. SF-36v.2™
    6. Knee Society Score
    7. WOMAC
    8. Euroqual 5D
    9. Expectations
    10. Decision making stage
    11. Treatment leaning or choice

- **Clinical report is generated for clinician and patient**

- **YES to BOTH**
  - Offer DECISION AID; document whether or not patient viewed it

- **NO to Either**
  - Decision Process/Quality Report is generated for clinician and patient

**KEY**

- Current standard of care
- New standard of care
- Proposed next phase

**End**